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SET-UP

Communication between PC/Mac and the control box requires a USB2LIN06 LINAK cable from UCI.
This plugs in to your laptop or PC (use a USB port) and in to the control box (use a desk panel (RJ45) port),  

which can be found under your worktop. 
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OS requirements: 

• Windows 7 (with .NET version 4.5*)
• Windows 8 or higher Operating System
• Mac OS (no special requirements)

* If .NET is not installed already on your computer, you will be asked to install the program during installation  
of FitDesk. NET Framework is a Microsoft program and free of charge

Downloading the FitDesk Software 

Go to the UCI website here and click to download the PC or MAC software, depending on your requirements.   
Follow the on-screen instructions. 

PLEASE OBSERVE: If it is not the first time you install the FitDesk software, please uninstall earlier  
files/programs on your PC to ensure correct update.

After successful installation you are ready to start using the program.  Open the software by clicking 

on the           icon on your desktop bar (top of your computer screen).



The standard view  
(in calorie mode)

The % mentioned is 
how far you are in 
reaching the goal of 
the day

The number in the circle 
is the number of minutes 
lapsed in the current session

Click to go to the “History” 
view or “settings” view. 
Alternatively, press the Down 
or Up button and adjust your 
desk

The number in the circle 
tells you the number of 
calories burned that day

Table hieght is the actual 
table height.

3 memory positions

The standard view  
(time mode view)

The % mentioned is how far 
you are in reaching the goal 
of the day

The number in the circle 
is the number of minutes 
lapsed in the current session

Click to go to the “History” 
view or “settings” view.  
Alternatively, press the Down or 
Up button and adjust your desk

The number in the  
circle tells you how many 
minutes you have been 
standing today

Table height is the actual 
table hieght.

3 memory positions

STANDARD VIEW
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THE PROGRAM

FitDesk is generally 3 screenshots: 

1. The standard view with the current status on today’s goals, memory buttons and readout height 

2. The “settings” view where you set your data and decide how you would like to be reminded and  
if you want the data to be in time (minutes) or burned calories 

3. The “history” view where you find your statistics (by day, week, month or year) and have the possibility  

to export data to excel format 



SETTINGS VIEW

Under settings you choose if you want to have your setup in the 
standard view showing calories or time.

 Calories chosen

Measure your actual table 
height and add the  
number here

Decide how many sessions 
you would like to have 
each hour (max 6)

Set your weight here to 
get an accurate readout in 
calories (or keep the  
preselected value)

Choose how many calories 
you would like to burn per 
day

Measure your actual table 
height and add the  
number here

Time chosen

Decide how many sessions 
you would like to have 
each hour (max 6)

Set your weight here to 
get an accurate readout in 
time/ calories (or keep the 
preselected value)

Choose how many  
minutes you would like to 
stand up each hour
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Press the relevant button and 
it opens up. By pressing up or 
down the desk drives to the 
selected position and by  
pressing “OK” the position is 
chosen.

The positions are 
stored when
pressing the “Save” 
button and leaving 
the setting view 

Setting memory positions

HISTORY VIEW

Under “history view” you find the statistics on how youuse your desk.

The actual statistics

Export the data to 
excel

Choose between 
statistics per:

• Day
• Week
• Month
• Year
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GETTING STARTED WITH FITDESK

After successful installation you are ready to start using the program. First step is to add values under
“settings” to get correct data/read out.

Follow below guidelines:

1.Open the FitDesk program (e.g. pressing the small         icon in the Desktop Bar.

When opening the program the standard view appears

Calorie View Time Mode View
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To get correct read-out you need to add data on under “settings”. 
Press the settings button to open the page.

1.Choose if you want the read out to be in Calories or Time

Below “Time” has  
been chosen

Below “Calories”  
have been chosen

2.Measure your current desk height and add the height in the box “Current table height”.
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3. Add your weight if you want the accurate calorie count.  
Otherwise leave the standard setting.

4. Choose how many minutes you want to stand each hour OR how many calories you want to burn 
today. You do that by pressing the relevant circle.
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5. Choose how many sessions you would like to have each hour of standing.
Choose between 1 and 6 sessions.

6.Memory positions.
It is possible to store up to 3 memory positions by selecting positions under “sit memory” 
“stand memory” and “other memory”. To store positions do as follows:
a.Press the chosen button e.g. “sit memory”
b.The button “opens”

c. Press either ”up” or ”down” and drive to the desired position. Press ok when position has been 
reached.

PLEASE OBSERVE: The desk drives when pressing “up” or “down”

When memory positions have been chosen. Click on the “save” button and the positions are stored.  
You are now ready to use FitDesk.
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REMINDERS

Below is an example of the reminders, which will pop-up on your screen when it is time to adjust your 
desk again. The reminders will appear based on your input under settings.  
Remember that the program goes in standby mode if you do not use your computer  
 and therefore will not remind you until you start using your computer again.

Snooze:  If you choose to ”snooze” you postpone  
the reminder for another 10 minutes.
The reminder will then pop-up again.

Skip:  If you “skip” the session you simply  
continue to the next session.
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Overriding a learned sedentary behaviour is a true behavioural challenge. We have put together a guide for 
how to break up with your chair during your workday.

How to vary between standing and sitting while you work
The most important thing is to vary your position and move around,  
preferably three times an hour. Instead of sitting for too long at a time, you can switch between standing and 
sitting position. Remember good posture and to stand with your body weight evenly distributed on both legs.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO USE FITDESK

• Start by raising your desk and standing for 15 minutes each hour before you go to lunch.
• Raise your desk just before your lunch break. Then your desk will be in the right position  

when you get back from lunch.
• Just after lunch, stand for 15 minutes before lowering your desk to sit for 45 minutes.
• Raise your desk again every hour, so that you stand up working for  

15 minutes each hour for the rest of the day.
• Raise your desk before you leave for the day – then it is ready for the next day.

Important reservations when varying between standing and  
sitting position:

If you are pregnant, have varicose veins or have a health condition that may prevent you from standing for 
5-15 minutes at a time every hour, you should contact your doctor to make sure that this will not be  
detrimental to your health.

If you would like to stand up to work, you need to make this a habit, and get your body accustomed to  
standing up to work. Therefore, it is not certain that you can stand for very long at a time, so start with five 
minutes.

Remember that you MUST switch between standing and sitting, and move around as much as possible in  
between. It is not healthy either to stand up and  
work all day - the ideal situation is to vary between sitting and standing. 
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FitDesk has a number of its own safety functions as well as optional add-on features:

1. Adjusting the desk height with the software requires mouse control.   
As soon as you remove your finger from the mouse, the mechanism stops.  

2. FitDesk can be programmed to stop at specific highest and lowest points
3. FitDesk can be programmed to move slower near its lowest set point. 
4. FitDesk SensorStrip can be added to underdesk edges to override  

user control and stop movement when they come in to contact  
 with an obstruction.

Contact your local UCI office to discuss your sit-stand workstation safety concerns.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
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UCI.COM.AUTRANSFORMING WORKSPACES

MELBOURNE   SYDNEY   CANBERRA   BRISBANE   PERTH   ADELAIDE   HOBART 

CONTACTS

Melbourne
700 Spencer Street
West Melbourne
VIC 3003
T 03 8379 0200
F 03 8379 0299 
 
melbourne@uci.com.au

Sydney
Level 1, Foster Sreet
Surry Hills
NSW 2010
T 02 9212 2600
F 02 9212 2677
 
sydney@uci.com.au

Brisbane
3 Primrose Street Bow-
en Hills
QLD 4006
T 07 3854 1600
F 07 3252 2512
 
brisbane@uci.com.au

Perth
578 Murray Street
West Perth
WA 6005
T 08 9486 8777
F 08 9486 8766
 
perth@uci.com.au

Adelaide
34 Starr Avenue
North Plympton
SA 5037
T 03 8379 0200
F 03 8379 0299
 
adelaide@uci.com.au

Hobart
14-16 Tasma Street
Hobart
TAS 7000
T 03 6231 3077
F 03 6231 3391
 
hobart@uci.com.au

Ulverstone
111 Eastland Drive
Ulverstone
TAS 7315
T 03 8379 0200
F 03 8379 0299
 
ulverstone@uci.com.au

Canberrra
12 Pirie Street
Fyshwick
ACT 2609
T 03 8379 0200
F 03 8379 0299
 
canberra@uci.com.au
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